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INTRODUCTION

As a homeowner, you must prioritize protecting your family and house. An essential 
component of protecting the safety of your house is ensuring that your furnace is 
operating properly and safely. This includes understanding the danger of carbon 
monoxide poisoning and furnace-related fires.

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a poisonous gas created by the combustion of some fuels, such 
as natural gas. It is difficult to detect without the necessary equipment as it is invisible, 
odorless and tasteless. Carbon monoxide inhalation can result in symptoms such as 
dizziness, headaches, nausea, and death in extreme situations.

Carbon monoxide detectors are essential for protecting against carbon monoxide 
poisoning. These gadgets are designed to inform you if harmful CO levels are detected in 
your home. It is also advisable to get your furnace and any other fuel-burning appliances 
inspected by a professional regularly. This will verify that they are functioning properly 
and not leaking excessive CO into your home.

In addition to the potential of carbon monoxide poisoning, poorly maintained furnaces 
can also represent a fire hazard. It is essential to get your furnace inspected periodically 
by a professional to prevent fires caused by the heating system. This can assist in 
identifying any potential problems and ensure the safe operation of your furnace.

Another important part of furnace safety is ventilation. Ventilation ensures that your 
furnace can burn fuel properly and discharge any harmful fumes outside the property.

This is especially essential if you have a gas furnace, as natural gas is highly 
combustible. Ensure that your furnace and other fuel-burning equipment have adequate 
ventilation and are unobstructed.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_monoxide


In addition to yearly inspections and adequate ventilation, you need to keep the area 
surrounding your furnace free of combustible objects, such as paper and cleaning tools. 
Filters for the dirty furnace can restrict airflow and increase the fire risk. During the 
heating season, you should replace your filters monthly. Carbon monoxide detectors 
should be inspected once a month to ensure proper operation.

Over time, dust and debris can accumulate on your furnace, increasing the fire risk. 
Regular furnace maintenance can help prevent this. By following some steps and having 
a professional evaluate your furnace regularly, you can help ensure the safety of your 
house and safeguard your family from carbon monoxide poisoning and fires caused by 
your furnace. Remember that your safety is worth the expense - don't scrimp on periodic 
furnace checks and maintenance.

INFINITY TEXAS AIR offers a comprehensive range of heating and air conditioning 
services, including installation of energy-efficient furnaces, furnace repair and furnace 
maintenance. We are located in 12025 LEWIS CIR FORNEY, TX 75126 
https://infinitytxair.com/. Our service area is located at Forney, Mesquite, Rockwall, 
Kaufmann, Terrell, TX.

Our qualified specialists will ensure that you are completely satisfied with your furnace. 
All of our services are extremely cost-effective, safe and secure. Contact us at 
972-776-6601 to schedule your service requirements.

https://infinitytxair.com/
https://infinitytxair.com/keyword/furnace-repair-near-me


CHAPTER 1: UNDERSTANDING YOUR
FURNACE: HOW IT OPERATES AND

WHAT IT NEEDS

As a homeowner, it is essential to comprehend how your furnace operates and what it 
needs to function smoothly and effectively. Your furnace is a vital component of your 
home's heating system; maintaining it may save you money on energy bills, extend its 
life and keep your family safe and comfortable.

First, let's examine how your furnace operates.

Most furnaces use either natural gas or electricity as their primary energy source. When 
the thermostat is turned up, a signal is delivered to the furnace to start heating the 
home. The furnace is then activated by igniting the fuel source and causing it to burn to 
produce heat. This heat is then distributed throughout your home via ducts and vents.

Burners are an essential component of your furnace. These are in charge of igniting the 
fuel source and producing heat. A control panel regulates the burners by monitoring the 
temperature of the furnace and adjusting them accordingly.

The blower motor is another significant component. This propels air through the ducts 
and vents, distributing heat throughout the house. The blower motor can be set to 
operate at different speeds depending on the outdoor temperature and the desired 
indoor temperature.

Now that we understand how your furnace operates let's examine what it needs. The 
furnace filter is among the most essential components to maintain.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Furnace


The filter captures dust, dirt and other impurities that can accumulate in the furnace 
and hinder its operation. Changing the filter monthly during the heating season and 
every three to six months during the off-season is advised.

It is also necessary to clean and maintain the burners for optimal furnace performance. 
Burners can become clogged with debris and dirt over time, reducing their performance. 
Regularly cleaning the burners with care is necessary to ensure their optimum 
operation.

In addition to these routine maintenance duties, it is essential to have a professional 
inspect your furnace annually. During an inspection, a specialist will inspect the furnace 
for any difficulties or prospective issues and clean and calibrate it to ensure optimal 
performance.

Understanding your furnace and maintaining it properly can save money on energy 
expenditures while keeping your house warm and pleasant. Don't forget to check and 
adjust the blower motor as necessary, maintain proper ventilation and clean your 
furnace's ductwork to ensure that it operates properly and effectively. With the proper 
understanding and maintenance, you can enjoy the benefits of a well-maintained 
furnace for many years.

As a homeowner, you must perform routine maintenance on your furnace to ensure that 
it operates properly and effectively. The filter is an area of furnace maintenance that is 
often neglected.

The filter is vital to your furnace's overall health and function; failure to maintain it can 
result in different issues. In this chapter, I will discuss the significance of routinely 
maintaining your furnace filters and advise on how to do so.

The purpose of furnace filters is to collect dirt, dust and other impurities that flow 
through a home's air system. Without a filter, these impurities would enter your furnace, 
clog the burners and potentially cause damage to the system.

https://infinitytxair.com/heating-maintenance


Also, a dirty filter inhibits airflow, making it more difficult for your furnace to heat your 
home. Consequently, your furnace must work harder and longer to maintain a 
comfortable temperature, resulting in higher energy costs and increased unit wear and 
tear.

In addition to the practical benefits, there are also health benefits to keeping your 
furnace filters. Particularly for people with allergies or asthma, dust and other toxins 
can cause respiratory difficulties. A clean filter can help improve the air quality in your 
house and keep your family healthy by capturing these toxins.

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/how-often-should-terrell-tx-homeowners-replace-their-hvac-air-filter


CHAPTER 2: UNDERSTANDING ENERGY
EFFICIENCY RATINGS FOR FURNACES

As a homeowner, you should do all possible to maintain your home's comfort and 
energy efficiency. Choosing the correct heater for your home is one of the most essential 
methods. This chapter will explain how understanding energy efficiency ratings for 
furnaces can assist you in making an informed selection regarding your heating system.

What are Energy Efficiency Ratings?

Energy efficiency ratings are a method for determining how much energy a given 
appliance or gadget consumes about the amount of work it accomplishes. This rating is 
often represented as a percentage and is known as the annual fuel usage efficiency 
(AFUE) rating for furnaces. The furnace is more energy efficient the higher its AFUE 
rating.

For instance, a furnace with an AFUE rating of 90% utilizes 90% of the energy it 
consumes to heat your home, while 10% is wasted through the exhaust flue. On the 
other hand, a furnace with an AFUE rating of 70% loses 30% of the energy it consumes 
through the chimney.

Why are ratings of energy efficiency important?

Ratings for energy efficiency are essential since they help you save money on energy 
costs. The higher the AFUE rating of your furnace, the less energy it will need to heat 
your home, resulting in lower fuel costs. In addition, energy-efficient furnaces are 
typically more environmentally friendly because they emit fewer greenhouse gases and 
other pollutants.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annual_fuel_utilization_efficiency


How to Select an Efficient Furnace

Many factors should be considered when selecting a high-efficiency furnace:

Choosing a furnace with the proper size for your home is essential. A furnace that is very 
small will have difficulty heating your home, whereas a furnace that is too huge will 
waste energy.

Furnaces may be fueled by natural gas, propane, and oil. Consider the availability and 
pricing of different fuels in your area before deciding.

As discussed previously, the AFUE rating measures the energy efficiency of a furnace. 
Look for a furnace with an AFUE efficiency rating of at least 90%.

Many aspects can contribute to a furnace's energy efficiency. Variable speed blowers, 
two-stage heating and programmable thermostats are a few examples.

Research many furnace brands and models to determine which ones have an excellent 
reputation for energy efficiency and dependability.

Understanding energy efficiency ratings for furnaces is essential for making an informed 
selection regarding the heating system for your home. Choosing a high-efficiency 
furnace and maintaining its efficiency can lower your carbon footprint and save money 
on your energy costs.

INFINITY TEXAS AIR offers a comprehensive range of heating and air conditioning 
services, including installation of energy-efficient furnaces, furnace repair and furnace 
maintenance. We are located in 12025 LEWIS CIR FORNEY, TX 75126 
https://infinitytxair.com/. Our service area is located at Forney, Mesquite, Rockwall,

Kaufmann, Terrell, TX.

https://infinitytxair.com/
https://infinitytxair.com/heating-services


Our qualified specialists will ensure that you are completely satisfied with your furnace.

All of our services are extremely cost-effective, safe and secure. Contact us at

972-776-6601 to schedule your service requirements.



CHAPTER 3: WHAT YOU MUST KNOW
ABOUT YOUR FURNACE AIR FILTER

Replacing or cleaning furnace filters is simple, but do you understand how your air 
system's filter works to your advantage?

Furnace air filters are utilized in heating and air conditioning systems to maintain 
adequate airflow and catch and deposit any undesired air particles. Air filters manage 
the airflow filtration and the temperature within and without the system, enabling 
cost-effective, efficient and safe operation.

Now that you understand how your furnace filtration system works, you must also 
comprehend the significance of regularly cleaning your filters.

Furnishing furnace air filters is one of the simplest household appliance maintenance 
tasks. Aside being simple, it is also essential for the health and comfort of your family 
home. Minimum monthly filter replacement (or cleaning, if not disposable) is required.

This is essential for the effective operation of your heating or cooling system and isn't 
optional. Failure to do so can result in many severe complications. One of these issues is 
that a clogged filter may cause your heating system to fail.

If a full breakdown isn't imminent, a severely clogged furnace filter will at the very least 
cease air filtration and allow all the pollutants, dirt and irritants it was designed to filter 
out to pass through, possibly posing a health danger to you or your loved ones.

Taking 10 minutes per month to replace dirty filters with clean ones offers many 
advantages. There isn't only gloom and doom. Through regular maintenance, you can 
save anywhere from 5-10% on your monthly electricity expenditures.

https://infinitytxair.com/air-conditioning-services


If you reside in an area where winter and cold are seasonal (or even year-round), your 
savings will grow significantly. Using an electrostatic furnace filter will result in 
additional cost savings.

This is because these filters use electrostatic technology or static charge, to attract 
airborne dust particles. This technique reduces the strain on your furnace, resulting in 
lower utility costs. Also, this filter type is washable, saving you money on disposable 
filters.

Maintaining a clean and clog-free heater air filtration system is one of the most effective 
ways to save monthly utility costs, ensure fresh air in the home and prevent respiratory 
health issues.

Ensure that your furnace filters are devoid of any bugs, viruses, pollen, dust, mites, etc., 
that could become entangled inside the filter's net. This is essential if you reside in a 
densely populated, dirty city.

Always inspect your filters at least once every month. If pollution, pollen or urban dust 
are significant issues in your neighborhood, a more frequent servicing plan may be 
required. If you are doubtful, check. You can never clean your filtration system too often 
and neglect can have serious consequences.

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/home-air-quality-why-and-how-to-keep-your-indoor-air-clean-during-covid-19


CHAPTER 4: CONSIDERATIONS TO MAKE
WHEN SELECTING AN

ENERGY-EFFICIENT FURNACE

An excellent method to put money back in your pocket every month, particularly during 
the winter, is to get an energy-efficient furnace. Even if your furnace is just ten or fifteen 
years old, it is likely to be vastly outperformed in energy efficiency by models now 
available on the market.

However, so many Energy Star-rated models are available that it may be difficult for you 
to choose the most energy-efficient furnace. There are other factors to consider when 
making this choice, including the size of the furnace and its real efficiency rating. Start 
by restricting your options by size and determine which energy-efficient model is ideal.

Furnace Sizing

Clearly, the larger a furnace is, the greater its monthly operating expenses. In addition, 
larger furnaces are more expensive initially and may be slightly more expensive to 
install. Ensure that an HVAC professional performs a load calculation to establish the 
size of furnace you need if you are speaking with one to select which furnace to 
purchase.

A load calculation should consider elements such as the size of your property, how well 
your walls and roof are insulated, and the number and size of your windows and rooms, 
among others. This information will tell you what size furnace you need for your home, 
which is essential because if you get a too large furnace, it will turn on and off often and 
will be less efficient and costlier overall.

https://infinitytxair.com/heating-maintenance


Also, while changing your furnace, don't assume you should purchase the same size as 
the old one. In addition to being less efficient than the new type you're going to 
purchase, the old furnace may have been improperly sized.

Furnace Efficiency

Choosing the efficiency of your furnace is a whole separate matter. While a series of 
quantitative calculations determine furnace sizing, the efficiency of your furnace will 
primarily depend on your budget and personal preferences. You should always aim for a 
furnace that is at least 80% efficient because else you will be paying far more than you 
should for energy.

Beyond this, though, you should consider certain numbers. Any furnace with an 
efficiency greater than 80% will become quite expensive. Most of the time, these 
furnaces can offset the additional expense but you'll need to estimate how much money 
the furnace will save you each year to determine how long it will be until the furnace 
pays for itself.

For instance, investing in a large furnace that pays for itself within five years is likely a 
wise decision. If, however, your furnace won't pay for itself for ten years and you plan to 
move before then, it may not be the best decision.

Alternatively, you can wish to approach the issue from an ethical aspect; if you believe in 
doing everything necessary to limit your carbon impact, you should purchase the most 
energy-efficient furnace available.

https://infinitytxair.com/keyword/furnace-repair-near-me


CHAPTER 5: WHICH TYPE OF FURNACE
FILTER IS APPROPRIATE FOR YOU?

Anyone who lives in a climate with cold weather knows the importance of a home's 
heating system. Not only is it essential to keep your furnace operating at peak efficiency 
for your heating bills but also so that its lifespan isn't limited by having to work harder 
than it should.

A furnace circulates the air in your home via an intake, passes it through the furnace 
filter to remove dust and impurities, heats the filtered air and distributes it around your 
home via the vents.

The furnace filter is an essential component of your home's heating system and 
neglecting to replace it regularly can be hazardous to your furnace. Changing your 
furnace filter is a straightforward chore even the least proficient homeowner can 
perform.

A filthy furnace filter won't capture as many dust particles as a clean filter. This might be 
especially problematic for persons with allergies or asthma. Also, a dirty furnace filter 
will decrease the energy efficiency of your heating system, resulting in greater energy 
costs and possible costly repairs.

In some instances, failing to maintain your furnace filters can result in hazardous 
conditions, such as house fires, because the clogged filter doesn't allow enough air to 
pass through.

By periodically replacing your furnace filter, you can save money, improve air quality 
and protect the furnace's moving parts.

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/8-most-common-home-heating-system-problems


On a measure known as the Minimum Efficiency Reporting Values scale (MERV), 
furnace filters are evaluated on their efficiency from 1 to 20. Still, most household filters 
only go up to roughly a 12 on the MERV scale. A lower MERV rating indicates lesser 
filter effectiveness.

When selecting a furnace filter, you must consider the type of furnace you have, the 
amount of money you are willing to spend on maintenance and the frequency of filter 
replacement.

Disposable Glass Fiber

The disposable fiberglass filter is the least expensive and likely least effective furnace 
filter option. This filter, which has a MERV rating of 2-3 and normally costs less than $2 
per unit, is around 1 inch thick and made of fiberglass-spun fibers. It may prevent larger 
dust, lint and debris from blocking your furnace but it doesn't filter out smaller 
particles. These filters are beneficial for renters and individuals without allergies or 
asthma.

Recyclable Pleated

They are popular because they are very inexpensive and provide greater filtration 
capabilities than the fiberglass variant, with a MERV rating of 6 and a price range of $4 
to $5 per unit. These are made from polyester or cotton paper and capture particles such 
as spores and mites.

These filters are dense and as a result, add greater resistance to air movement. They 
must be replaced often to avoid clogging or taxing your furnace system, making it less 
efficient and more expensive.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimum_efficiency_reporting_value#:~:text=Minimum%20Efficiency%20Reporting%20Value%2C%20commonly,more%20detail%20than%20other%20ratings.


Disposable Electrostatic

These filters feature electrostatic paper strands that attract and trap small particles,

such as pet hair. With a MERV rating of 10 and a price of approximately $10 per filter,

they are average in terms of efficiency and cost compared to other filter options.

Suitable for standard-sized furnace filters, these are ideal for houses with pets and

smokers. However, if your furnace needs a custom-sized filter, the cost might be

substantial if you must replace them often.

Permanent Electrostatic

Like its disposable predecessor, the permanent electrostatic filter has a removable,

machine-washable central filter that may be cleaned and reused for six to eight years.

This is a terrific eco-friendly choice that reduces trash. The MERV grade is 8 and the

price range is $15 to $20, which is fairly inexpensive given its longevity.

Highly Effective Pleated

This filter has a high MERV rating (14-16) and can only be put in specialized housing

due to its thick dimensions. These filters are built from 4-5" pleated synthetic cotton

bonded to a metal grid and cost approximately $100 annually. Due to the high quality of

filtration, they are popular in hospitals and among those with respiratory or

autoimmune conditions.

It's not difficult to maintain your furnace according to the manufacturer's guidelines;

you only need to choose a filter that fits your family's needs and remember to change it

regularly. This modest amount of accountability can save you a lot of money and energy

in the long term.

INFINITY TEXAS AIR offers a comprehensive range of heating and air conditioning

services, including installation of energy-efficient furnaces, furnace repair and furnace



maintenance. We are located in 12025 LEWIS CIR FORNEY, TX 75126

https://infinitytxair.com/. Our service area is located at Forney, Mesquite, Rockwall,

Kaufmann, Terrell, TX.

Our qualified specialists will ensure that you are completely satisfied with your furnace.

All of our services are extremely cost-effective, safe and secure. Contact us at

972-776-6601 to schedule your service requirements.

https://infinitytxair.com/


CHAPTER 6: WHEN SHOULD YOU
REPLACE YOUR FURNACE SYSTEM?

The average lifespan of a furnace that is properly maintained is twenty-five years. 
However, most consumer furnaces don't qualify as "well-maintained." Because most 
consumers don't give their furnaces much thought until they break down.

Typically, these malfunctions occur during the colder months, when furnaces are under 
greater strain and consumers rely on them the most. Emergency furnace repairs can be 
expensive and are typically a temporary solution to a much larger, much more expensive 
issue. As with any other machine, furnaces eventually deteriorate and must be replaced.

So how can you know when to replace your furnace? The following checklist will help 
throw light on this extremely essential topic.

Frequent failures - Frequent failures indicate that the system components have 
deteriorated by age or wear and have reached their mechanical limits.

Noisy operation - A noisy furnace could indicate that components that have gotten 
worn, fractured or loose are about to fail.

Dry, dusty air in the home - Furnaces should humidify the air in the home. Excessive 
dust or dry air may indicate a problem with your furnace and may also create allergy 
symptoms in susceptible individuals.

Uneven temperatures and inefficient operation – Old furnaces perform less effectively 
than newer types. If you have observed an increase in your energy expenses, it is 
possible that your aging furnace is to blame. Some rooms will be warmer or colder than 
others due to an inefficiently performing furnace rather than maintaining a uniform 
temperature throughout the household.

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/why-is-my-furnace-making-noises-this-is-everything-to-know


Yellow flames on gas furnaces - A gas furnace whose flames or pilot burn or flicker

yellow rather than blue must be changed immediately. Yellow flames may signal a

buildup of carbon monoxide gas in the home due to a malfunctioning system, posing

grave health dangers to your family.

Rust and moisture near windows, vents and chilly surfaces - Excessive dampness on the

cold surfaces of your home, such as doors and windows or corrosion on the furnace

vents, flues or other metal surfaces may also indicate the presence of carbon monoxide.

The furnace is older than 15 years - Even the most efficient furnaces eventually wear out

and must be replaced. If your furnace is older than 15, you should consider purchasing a

newer, more energy-efficient type.

If you can't replace your furnace at the time, ensure that it is maintained regularly.

Regular service guarantees that your furnace is adequately cleaned and aired to protect

your family from carbon monoxide accumulation and prevent any mechanical issues

resulting from a poorly maintained furnace.



CHAPTER 7: HOW TO REPLACE YOUR
FURNACE SYSTEM'S AIR FILTER

If you live in a home with furnace heat that you use often or if you plan to use your 
heater throughout the winter, one of your top home maintenance tasks should be to 
check the filters on your heater regularly. However, there is no need for an alarm; 
replacing your furnace's air filter is a quick and easy task you can undertake on your 
own.

Monthly replacement of furnace filters is the standard suggestion offered by 
manufacturers. If you are uncertain about the frequency of filter replacements required 
for your heater's model, the filter maintenance schedule should be detailed in the 
manual.

When you are certain it is time to replace your filter, you should consult your owner's 
handbook to ensure that you follow the correct sequence of steps to replace the filter on 
your specific model. To assist you, I have outlined the typical steps required to replace a 
furnace filter.

Before performing any furnace maintenance, including filter replacements, you must 
turn off the electricity using the electric switch on your furnace. You must disconnect the 
gas line if your heater is powered by gas rather than electricity.

Referring to the instructions for your model, locate and open the furnace blower door. 
Your furnace's manual should describe the door's location and how to open it.

After opening the blower door, the furnace filter should be visible. Simply slip out the 
old filter to install the new one. If you have any issues that appear tough to remove, I 
suggest consulting the handbook for your heating model.

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/how-often-should-terrell-tx-homeowners-replace-their-hvac-air-filter


When you remove the furnace air filter, it should be straightforward to determine if it

needs replacement. A filter is designed to remove dust and other particles from the air

that travels through your heating system. If the filter is black, it is time to replace it. The

condition of your filter should be readily apparent to the naked eye.

However, your filter isn't the only location where dirt accumulates, particularly if it is

highly clogged. Be sure to inspect the blower and the venting system surrounding your

heater unit for any accumulation. Any obstruction of the furnace's airway can result in

inefficiency and a significant fire hazard.

After confirming that the filter needs to be replaced and that there are no additional

obstructions, simply consult your owner's handbook or the description of the old filter to

purchase a replacement filter from your local hardware shop.

You must purchase the correct filter model, as they are typically NOT interchangeable. If

your furnace filter is washable, remove it, wash it thoroughly, then replace it in the same

manner.

After purchase, just install the new filter into your furnace system in the same manner

as the old one was removed. This is essential, as unidirectional filtration needs that the

filter is inserted so that airflow is directed in the correct direction. Don't insert the filter

backward. Most filters are made of fiberglass, with one side slightly oiled.

This site often faces the blower while the opposite side gathers and disposes of the

filtered material. If the texture (and your manual's description) don't indicate the

correct installation direction, you can examine the filter itself. Most models will have

arrows printed to indicate which direction to place the filter.

Verify that the blower door is securely closed, that the power and gas connections are

reactivated and that the thermostat is adjusted to the appropriate temperature.



CHAPTER 8: WHAT TO DO IF YOUR
FURNACE MAKES STRANGE NOISES

During the colder months, you rely on your furnace to keep your home warm and 
pleasant. However, when your furnace makes unusual noises, it can cause an alarm. 
While certain furnace sounds are benign, some may indicate a major problem. This 
chapter will discuss what to do if your furnace is making unusual noises and how to 
identify whether or not the problem is significant.

First, let's examine some frequent furnace noises and their possible causes:

These sounds might be caused by some problems, including a clogged air filter, a faulty 
blower motor or even loose furnace panels. If you hear these sounds, ensure that your 
air filter is clean. If the noise persists, a specialist should be called in to diagnose the 
problem.

The expansion and contraction of metal components within the furnace may create 
these sounds. If they are not accompanied by additional problems, such as a decrease in 
heat production or an increase in your energy expenses, they are normally not causing 
concern.

Broken or loose components within your furnaces, such as the blower motor or the 
burners can create rattling or shaky sounds. If you hear these sounds, you should turn 
off your furnace and contact a specialist to assess the situation.

Squealing or whining sounds may result from a faulty blower motor or a loose belt. If 
you hear these sounds, you should turn off your furnace and contact a specialist to 
assess the situation.

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/how-home-ac-maintenance-tips-can-lower-your-utility-bill


Now that we've discussed common furnace noises let's examine what to do if your

furnace is making weird noises. Here are some actions to take:

Turn off your furnace: If you hear unusual sounds emanating from your furnace, you

should immediately turn them off. This will avoid additional furnace damage and

safeguard your safety.

A clogged air filter is a general cause of unusual sounds emanating from furnaces. If

your furnace's airflow is restricted by a filthy or clogged air filter, unusual noises may

result. Check your air filter and, if necessary, replace it.

Check for loose components: If your furnace is making unusual noises, a component has

likely been broken or loose. Inspect your furnace for loose or damaged components and

tighten or replace them as necessary.

Call a professional: If you can't identify the problem with your furnace, you should

contact an expert. A professional technician can identify the problem and suggest a

solution.

It is essential to handle any unusual sounds from your furnace immediately to prevent

more damage and keep your home warm and pleasant. By following these procedures,

you can solve the problem and restore normal operation to your furnace.

In addition to resolving unexpected sounds, it is essential to do routine maintenance on

your furnace to avoid problems from happening. Here are some maintenance ideas for

your furnace:

Replace your air filter often: Your air filter is responsible for collecting dirt, dust and

other airborne impurities. If it becomes obstructed, it might restrict airflow to your

furnace and make weird noises. It is essential to replace your furnace's air filter monthly

or as needed to ensure its proper operation.



Maintain a clean environment surrounding your furnace. Dust and debris can 
accumulate around your furnace over time, causing it to malfunction. Be careful to 
regularly clean the area around your furnace, especially the vents and ducts, to maintain 
it operating efficiently.

Schedule annual inspections: Having your furnace inspected annually by a professional 
can help prevent problems from arising. An expert can spot potential problems and offer 
any necessary repairs or upkeep.

Follow the manufacturer's maintenance guidelines: The furnace manufacturer will have 
particular suggestions for maintenance. Follow these instructions to maintain your 
furnace operating smoothly and effectively.

By following these guidelines and taking care of your furnace, you will be able to keep it 
working smoothly and avoid weird noises and other problems. If you don't notice weird 
noises from your furnace, don't panic.

By following the methods mentioned in the preceding section and contacting a 
professional, you will be able to diagnose and resolve the issue rapidly. Remember that 
maintaining your furnace is essential for the comfort and safety of your house. 
Therefore, prioritize its maintenance and repair requirements.

Cleaning and Maintenance of the Burners

As a homeowner, you must learn the necessary maintenance procedures for your 
furnace to ensure its efficient and effective operation. Cleaning and maintaining the 
burners is an essential element of furnace maintenance.

Burners convert natural gas or propane into heat energy in a furnace. They accomplish 
this by combining gas with air and burning it to produce a flame that warms the air 
traveling through the furnace. If the burners are soiled or malfunctioning, the furnace's 
overall efficiency may be compromised and safety hazards may result.

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/a-complete-guide-to-hvac-noises-and-their-meaning


Here are some maintenance and cleaning instructions for your furnace's burners:

Before maintaining your furnace, you must turn off its gas supply and power.

Examine the burner assembly for any apparent debris or dirt by removing it. Utilize a

brush or a vacuum to remove any excess dirt or debris.

Examine the burners for any indications of damage or wear. If you observe any cracks or

abnormalities in the burners, it is advisable to replace them to ensure safe and effective

functioning.

Examine the ignition system to ensure its correct operation. Check the ignition control

and pilot light. If you are experiencing issues with the ignition system, it is essential to

get professional help.

The furnace's flame sensor consists of a short metal rod that detects the existence of a

flame. If the flame sensor is filthy, the furnace may unexpectedly shut down. Use a clean

cloth to wipe any dirt or debris.

Examine the gas valve for leaks or evidence of damage. If you observe any problems with

the gas valve, it is essential to have it repaired or replaced promptly to prevent potential

dangers.

After cleaning and examining the burners, rebuild the assembly and double-check that

all connections are tight.

By following these instructions and performing routine maintenance on your furnace's

burners, you can ensure the furnace's safety and efficiency. In addition, it is advisable to

have a professional technician conduct a yearly inspection to identify any flaws before

they become severe difficulties.



In addition to cleaning and maintaining the burners, homeowners should also consider

the following areas of furnace care. These include examining and adjusting the blower

motor, maintaining the furnace flue and ducts and ensuring adequate ventilation.

By routine maintenance on your furnace, you can extend its lifespan and guarantee it

functions at peak efficiency. In addition, regular maintenance can help prevent costly

repairs and increase the overall efficiency of your furnace, which could result in lower

energy costs over time.

Therefore, investing time and effort in furnace maintenance is always a good idea to

ensure its smooth and effective operation.

INFINITY TEXAS AIR offers a comprehensive range of heating and air conditioning

services, including installation of energy-efficient furnaces, furnace repair and furnace

maintenance. We are located in 12025 LEWIS CIR FORNEY, TX 75126

https://infinitytxair.com/. Our service area is located at Forney, Mesquite, Rockwall,

Kaufmann, Terrell, TX.

Our qualified specialists will ensure that you are completely satisfied with your furnace.

All of our services are extremely cost-effective, safe and secure. Contact us at

972-776-6601 to schedule your service requirements.

https://infinitytxair.com/


CHAPTER 9: CHECKING AND
FINE-TUNING THE BLOWER MOTOR

The blower motor is essential to your furnace system, as it circulates hot air throughout 
your home. Without a properly operating blower motor, your furnace will adequately 
heat your home and may fail. As a homeowner, it is essential to routinely inspect and 
tune the blower motor to ensure its proper operation.

First, let's examine how the blower motor operates. The blower motor is housed within 
the furnace and is electrically operated. When the thermostat instructs the furnace, the 
blower motor starts to operate, drawing cold air from the return ducts and forcing it 
through the heat exchanger. The air is heated through the heat exchanger and then 
blown back into your home through the supply ducts.

To inspect and modify the blower motor, the following actions must be taken:

Turn off the furnace's power source. Before performing any repair on your furnace, it is 
essential to cut off the power to avoid any mishaps. Locate the furnace's corresponding 
power switch or circuit breaker and turn it off.

Find the fan's motor. The blower motor is normally situated near the bottom of the 
furnace. It will be a compact, cylinder-shaped device with connecting wires.

Check the belt of the blower motor. Typically, the blower motor is belt-connected to the 
furnace's blower wheel. This belt can become loose or worn over time, affecting the 
effectiveness of the blower motor. To examine the belt, identify it and give it a light tug. 
If it seems loose or readily slides off, it should be replaced.

Check the bearings of the blower motor. The bearings of the blower motor facilitate the 
motor's smooth rotation. If the bearings are old or broken, the motor may struggle to
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turn, resulting in inefficient operation and possible failure. To inspect the bearings, 
manually rotate the blower wheel. If it feels rough or produces a grinding sound, it may 
be necessary to replace the bearings.

Check the wiring of the blower motor. Over time, the wiring of the blower motor can get 
frayed or damaged, causing it to malfunction. To inspect the wiring, visually inspect the 
motor-leading wires for damage. If you find any frayed or damaged wires, you must 
replace them.

Adjust the parameters for the blower motor. The settings of the blower motor can be 
modified to meet your home's unique requirements. To accomplish this, you must locate 
the furnace's control panel and determine the settings for the blower motor. You can 
modify the speed and airflow to optimize the blower motor's performance.

Checking and tuning the blower motor is a process that a trained specialist should only 
perform. If you are uncomfortable working with electrical components or unaware of 
how to adjust the blower motor, you should engage a furnace repair professional.

By routinely inspecting and adjusting the blower motor, you can guarantee that your 
furnace is operating optimally and keeping your home warm and cozy throughout the 
winter. This vital maintenance chore should not be neglected; your furnace (and wallet) 
will thank you.

https://infinitytxair.com/heating-repair


CHAPTER 10: THE IMPORTANCE OF
ADEQUATE VENTILATION FOR YOUR

FURNACE

As a homeowner, it is essential to understand how the many components of your 
furnace work together to keep your home warm and cozy. Ventilation is a vital factor 
that is often disregarded. Without appropriate ventilation, your furnace may not operate 
at peak efficiency and may even threaten your health and safety.

Why is optimum ventilation for your furnace so essential? Here are many primary 
reasons:

Carbon monoxide poisoning is avoided by adequate ventilation. Carbon monoxide (CO) 
is colorless and odorless gas created by the combustion of natural gas, oil and wood. If 
your furnace doesn't have adequate ventilation, carbon monoxide can build up and 
constitute a major health concern. Inhaling excessive concentrations of CO can cause 
headaches, vertigo, paralysis, nausea and even death.

A furnace with adequate airflow will operate more efficiently. If your furnace isn't 
adequately vented, it may struggle to perform and can't effectively heat your home. This 
can lead to greater energy costs and potentially an early breakdown of your furnace.

Proper ventilation prevents the accumulation of moisture. If your furnace isn't properly 
ventilated, excess moisture can cause different issues, including mold growth and 
structural damage to your property.

Consequently, how can you guarantee that your furnace gets adequate ventilation? Here 
is some advice:
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Ensure that your furnace's ventilation system is correctly sized and installed. Included 
are both intake and exhaust vents. If your ventilation system is inadequately sized, your 
furnace may not operate at peak efficiency.

Keep the vents and ducts of your furnace clean. Over time, dirt, dust and other particles 
can accumulate in the vents and ducts of your furnace, obstructing ventilation. Ensure 
that your furnace's airflow is functioning properly by cleaning these components.

Regularly inspect your furnace's ventilation system. Check for evidence of damage or 
obstruction, such as leaks, rust and debris. If you observe any difficulties, you must 
address them immediately to avoid complications.

Consider adding a detector for carbon monoxide. These devices can inform you if high 
amounts of carbon monoxide are detected in your house, helping protect your health 
and safety.

In conclusion, your furnace's optimal operation and safety depend on adequate 
ventilation. By adhering to the recommendations mentioned above, you can help 
guarantee that your furnace is properly ventilated and operating efficiently, which can 
help you save money on your energy costs and reduce potential health issues.

Don't ignore this vital part of furnace maintenance; it's well worth your time to ensure 
that your furnace has adequate ventilation.

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/6-reasons-why-rockwall-tx-homeowners-should-never-skip-an-annual-furnace-tune-up


CHAPTER 11: HOW TO MAINTAIN YOUR
FURNACE DUCTS

As a homeowner, you must maintain your furnace and its different components to 
ensure a safe, efficient, cost-effective heating system. The furnace ducts are an 
often-overlooked yet vitally essential component. Because the ducts are responsible for 
transporting warm air from the furnace to the different rooms in your home, it is vital to 
maintain their condition.

Here are some maintenance ideas for your heater ducts:

Regularly inspect your ducts: It is advisable to inspect them at least once a year visually. 
Examine your heating system for any visible damage, such as holes, tears or kinks, as 
these can greatly affect its effectiveness.

Dust, grime and other particles can accumulate in your ducts over time, decreasing 
airflow and increasing energy use. This accumulation can be eliminated by a skilled duct 
cleaning service, thereby enhancing the operation of your furnace.

Leaks in your ducts can allow hot air to escape, resulting in greater energy costs and less 
comfort. Check for leaks with tissue paper or a smoke pen and seal any you detect with 
duct tape or mastic sealant.

Insulate your ducts: If your ducts are located in an uninsulated area, such as a crawl 
space or attic, consider adding insulation to assist in regulating the air temperature 
within. This can also lessen noise emanating from the ducts.

Verify that all connections between the furnace, ducts and vents are tight and sealed to 
avoid air leakage.

https://infinitytxair.com/ductwork
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Maintain a clean space surrounding the furnace: For optimum ventilation, keeping the 
area around the furnace clean and free of obstructions is vital. This can prevent the 
accumulation of dust and grime within the furnace and ductwork.

Ensure that furniture, drapes or other objects obstruct no vents in your home. This will 
ensure that warm air may freely move around your home.

By keeping your furnace ducts in good condition, you can ensure that your home's 
heating system is both safe and efficient. Always see a skilled HVAC expert if you have 
concerns about furnace ducts or other heating system components.

INFINITY TEXAS AIR offers a comprehensive range of heating and air conditioning 
services, including installation of energy-efficient furnaces, furnace repair and furnace 
maintenance. We are located in 12025 LEWIS CIR FORNEY, TX 75126 
https://infinitytxair.com/. Our service area is located at Forney, Mesquite, Rockwall, 
Kaufmann, Terrell, TX.

Our qualified specialists will ensure that you are completely satisfied with your furnace. 
All of our services are extremely cost-effective, safe and secure. Contact us at 
972-776-6601 to schedule your service requirements.

https://infinitytxair.com/
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CHAPTER 12: THE IMPORTANCE OF
APPROPRIATE FURNACE INSTALLATION

During the colder months, you rely on your furnace to keep your home warm and 
pleasant. Your furnace must be properly fitted. Not only does proper installation ensure 
that your furnace functions efficiently but it also helps to prevent problems and mishaps 
that could endanger your safety and that of your family.

There are many essential factors to consider when it comes to furnace installation. First 
and foremost, hiring a trustworthy and skilled contractor is necessary. This entails 
conducting research and requesting references before hiring someone. A professional 
contractor will have the knowledge and equipment necessary to install your furnace 
correctly and guarantee that it satisfies all safety and efficiency requirements.

Following the manufacturer's instructions and standards is another essential part of 
proper furnace installation. Each brand of furnace has its installation requirements and 
specifications, which must be adhered to for the furnace to perform correctly and safely. 
This includes installing the furnace in an appropriate location and ensuring it is 
adequately vented.

The safe and effective operation of your furnace needs enough ventilation. It helps 
prevent the furnace from producing hazardous carbon monoxide gases and overheating. 
Also, ventilation improves indoor air quality and reduces the risk of fires.

The installation of your furnace is also essential to its efficiency and functionality. An 
improperly placed furnace may not operate as efficiently as it should, resulting in 
greater energy expenses and a shorter lifespan. A correctly placed furnace, on the other 
hand, will function at peak efficiency, saving you money on energy costs and extending 
its lifespan.

https://infinitytxair.com/keyword/how-to-improve-indoor-air-quality


When installing your heater, it is vital to observe all local construction standards and 
requirements. This involves acquiring the required permits and inspections to verify 
that your furnace satisfies all safety requirements. Failure to comply may result in hefty 
fines and possible legal repercussions.

In conclusion, good furnace installation is essential for its safety, efficiency and 
performance. To guarantee that your furnace is built correctly, you must use a reputable 
and skilled contractor, adhere to the manufacturer's instructions and guidelines and 
comply with all local construction codes and requirements.

You can save money on energy bills, extend your furnace's life, and protect your house's 
safety and comfort by investing in the correct installation.

https://infinitytxair.com/heating-installation


CHAPTER 13: HOW FURNACE
MAINTENANCE REDUCES THE

REQUIREMENT FOR FURNACE REPAIRS

Typically, a furnace maintenance firm receives a deluge of calls the first night the 
temperature plummets! There is a problem when people turn on their furnaces after the 
last winter. Their furnace is malfunctioning.

However, it need not be this way. If you have a professional furnace repair, you can rest 
assured that it will provide heat when you need it most. Regular furnace repair is 
advantageous and vital to your home's upkeep and maintenance.

It makes no difference what type of fuel your furnace consumes. It was capable of 
burning wood, oil, natural gas or propane. All these fuels are combustible or explosive, 
so it is essential to inspect the burners, heat exchangers and ventilation systems.

Carbon monoxide is a dangerous, odorless, colorless gas that can accumulate due to 
improper equipment maintenance. Low-level carbon monoxide exposure results in 
different symptoms, including weakness, nausea, vomiting, chest pain and flu-like 
symptoms.

Carbon Monoxide enters your home owing to furnace burner and vent system problems.

An important aspect of your equipment's annual maintenance is a professional 
inspection. The heat exchanger in your furnace segregates toxic gas exhaust products 
from the indoor air.

Scope should be inserted into the heat exchanger to inspect for cracks, which, if 
discovered early, must be repaired. Without routine maintenance, it would be
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impossible to identify these minute flaws. However, these small holes will grow as time 
passes, enabling more carbon monoxide to enter your home.

Your furnace upkeep should also incorporate a cleaning.

It is vital to clean your furnace to remove grime, which is detrimental to your furnace 
and indoor air quality. If secondary heat exchangers are not kept clean, they will clog. It 
will also reduce the furnace's efficiency, increase fuel consumption and perhaps lead to 
dangerous temperatures in the ventilation system.

Regular furnace maintenance consists of inspecting and removing debris from the 
blower, casing and internal drain tubes. Inspect all your furnace's key safety 
components, including the Pressure Switches, Roll-out Switches, Vent Fan and Indoor 
Blower Motor.

A well-maintained furnace with regularly scheduled maintenance service and repairs 
from a registered technician can keep your house warm and comfortable when you need 
it most.

Did you know that the lifespan of a gas-powered furnace exceeds twenty years?

An electric furnace can operate far longer. This makes purchasing a furnace for space 
heating in the home seem like a steal. The initial installation costs will be negligible 
compared to the long-term benefits you will receive.

There is only one catch: upkeep. You can't assume that the furnace will continue to 
operate at peak efficiency without a second thought. Furnaces are sophisticated pieces of 
machinery. They need the care to endure as long as they should. Regular furnace repair 
and maintenance are required if you want your furnace to last longer than half of its 
anticipated lifetime.

https://infinitytxair.com/indoor-air-quality


You should, thus contact a local heater repair firm and establish a maintenance 
schedule. This will guarantee that your furnace is properly maintained, extending its 
lifespan significantly.

Many individuals avoid spending money on maintenance. Before contacting a furnace 
repair specialist, many wait until their furnaces break down or display a problem. At this 
point, the damage is considerable and the expense of repairs will be substantial. They 
ultimately spend significantly more than those who invest in annual/regular 
maintenance.

Maintenance will aid in preventing costly repairs.

You ought to spend on annual furnace repair. Annual inspections will lessen the need 
for repairs. Therefore, you will pay less for total furnace maintenance.

Maintenance guarantees that a technician inspects your furnace at least once a year. The 
technician can spot problems early on, make the necessary repairs before they escalate, 
and necessitate more costly repairs. Therefore, you will pay less for these little repairs 
performed during maintenance.

Maintenance also comprises tune-up. The expert will make any necessary adjustments 
and clean or unclog any furnace components that need attention. They will ensure that 
all moving parts are adequately lubricated and free of obstructions to prevent them from 
breaking down, wearing out or overheating. This will avoid future malfunctions and 
failures and optimize your furnace's performance.

Added cost savings

Maintenance can also reduce your energy costs. The operation of a furnace can consume 
a lot of energy, particularly when it is overcompensating for a problem. Therefore, it is 
essential to take the time to ensure that your furnace is constantly in optimal condition.
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Maintenance can guarantee that your furnace operates effectively. Therefore, you will

experience reduced heating costs over time.



CHAPTER 14: HOW TO DETERMINE THE
PROPER SIZE FURNACE FOR YOUR HOME

As a homeowner, you realize the need to maintain a warm and cozy house during 
winter. The furnace is among the most important components of your home's heating 
system, as it transfers heat throughout the house.

However, it isn't as simple as picking a furnace randomly and hoping for the best. To 
guarantee that your furnace is effective and energy-efficient, it is essential to select the 
proper furnace size for your residence.

But how can you know what size heater your home needs?

Other elements to consider include the size of your home, the quality of insulation and 
the local climate. This chapter will further examine these aspects and advise you on 
selecting the ideal furnace size for your home.

The Size of Your Residence

The size of your home is one of the most significant elements to consider when selecting 
a furnace. A furnace that can't keep up with the demand for heat will be inefficient and 
result in increased energy costs. Also, a furnace that is too large can waste energy by 
cycling on and off too often, which can also result in increased energy expenses.

To decide the appropriate furnace size for your home, you must examine the square 
footage and number of stories. Use a furnace sized to heat your home within 15 to 20 
percent of its capacity as a general rule. For instance, if your home is 1,500 square feet, 
you need a furnace that can heat between 1,125 and 1,500 square feet.

Insulation Factors
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The level of insulation in your home also plays a part in choosing the size of furnace 
your home needs. As insulation helps retain heat and reduces the need for heat, homes 
with higher insulation levels will need a smaller furnace. Conversely, homes with lesser 
insulation levels will need a larger furnace to compensate for the lack of insulation.

To find out how well your home is insulated, you may either do a DIY energy audit or 
hire an expert. The audit will look at things like the home's windows, doors, and 
appliances to see how they affect the efficiency of the heating system.

Climate

When selecting a furnace, it is also essential to examine the local climate. If you reside in 
a place that experiences extreme cold, you will need a larger furnace to meet the 
increased demand for heat. Alternatively, if you reside in a place with warmer winters, 
you can choose a furnace with a reduced heating capacity because the demand for heat 
will be lower.

Choosing the Appropriate Size of Furnace

Now that you understand the elements that influence the size of the furnace you need, 
here are some ideas to help you select the appropriate furnace for your home:

Consult with a specialist: Consultation with a professional heating and conditioning 
technician is the best way to guarantee that you choose the correct furnace size for your 
home. They may evaluate your home's size, insulation levels and environment to 
determine the ideal furnace size.

Don't trust manufacturer ratings: Although they can give you a general idea of what size 
furnace you need, they are not always accurate. It is essential to consult a specialist to 
select the appropriate furnace size for your home.
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Consider energy efficiency: When selecting a furnace, it is essential to consider energy

efficiency in addition to the correct size. In the long run, furnaces with high energy

efficiency ratings, like Energy Star-certified models, can save you money on your energy

bills.

Choose a reputable brand: When selecting a furnace, it is essential to choose a reputable

brand with a history of dependability and performance. To help you make an informed

decision, investigate different products and read reviews from other homeowners.

It may be tempting to buy the least expensive furnace available but it's vital to

remember that you get what you pay for. A high-quality furnace may be more expensive

initially but it will likely save you money in the long term because it will need fewer

repairs and last longer.

Choosing the proper furnace size for your home is essential for guaranteeing the

efficiency and effectiveness of your heating system. You can also make an informed

decision that will keep your home warm and pleasant throughout the winter by

considering the size of your property, insulation levels and temperature, energy

efficiency, and brand reputation.

INFINITY TEXAS AIR offers a comprehensive range of heating and air conditioning

services, including installation of energy-efficient furnaces, furnace repair and furnace

maintenance. We are located in 12025 LEWIS CIR FORNEY, TX 75126

https://infinitytxair.com/. Our service area is located at Forney, Mesquite, Rockwall,

Kaufmann, Terrell, TX.

Our qualified specialists will ensure that you are completely satisfied with your furnace.

All of our services are extremely cost-effective, safe and secure. Contact us at

972-776-6601 to schedule your service requirements.

https://infinitytxair.com/


CHAPTER 15: THE IMPORTANCE OF
ANNUAL FURNACE INSPECTIONS

As a homeowner, it is essential to maintain your furnace to operate as efficiently and 
effectively as possible for as long as feasible. This can be accomplished by enrolling in a 
furnace maintenance plan.

The following are a few advantages of having a furnace maintenance plan:

A maintenance schedule for your furnace might save you money in the long run. By 
doing routine maintenance on your furnace, you can avoid costly repairs in the future. 
In addition, a well-maintained furnace will operate more effectively, resulting in lower 
energy costs.

Regular maintenance can assist in extending the life of your furnace. By treating minor 
faults before they become severe problems, you can extend the lifespan of your furnace.

A maintenance schedule for your furnace will assist in guaranteeing that it is working 
safely. A technician will inspect for any safety concerns and make necessary fixes during 
a maintenance visit.

Knowing that your furnace is in good hands gives you peace of mind with a maintenance 
plan. You will get access to a reliable technician that is familiar with your furnace and 
can resolve any potential problems.

With a maintenance contract, you will often receive priority service when you need it the 
most. If your furnace breaks down in winter, you can repair it swiftly and restore heat to 
your home.
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Regular tune-ups: A normal furnace maintenance plan would include regular tune-ups 
to ensure that your furnace operates optimally. A specialist will clean and inspect many 
components of your furnace, including the burners, blower motor and filters, during a 
tune-up.

Warranty protection is often included in furnace maintenance plans. This implies that if 
your furnace breaks down, you will be protected by the maintenance plan's warranty.

A furnace maintenance plan is an intelligent investment for any homeowner. It can save 
you money, prolong the life of your furnace, improve safety and provide you with peace 
of mind. In addition, regular maintenance and priority servicing will give you the rest 
that your furnace is in good hands.

As a homeowner, you must be able to detect and fix typical furnace problems to keep 
your home cozy and warm during the winter months. While it's always best to consult a 
professional heating technician for more complex issues, you can troubleshoot and 
repair common furnace problems independently.

Here are some common furnace issues and troubleshooting and repair advice:

If your furnace doesn't turn on, verify that the thermostat is set to the appropriate 
temperature and that the batteries are not dead. Check whether the thermostat is 
functioning properly to determine if the circuit breaker or fuse has tripped on the 
furnace. If neither is the problem, the furnace's ignition system may be at fault.

If your furnace starts on and immediately switches off, there may be a problem with 
either the thermostat or the furnace's limit switch. Initially, ensure that the thermostat 
is set to the appropriate temperature and is functioning properly.

If the thermostat is operational, check to verify if the furnace's limit switch is 
functioning properly. This switch is responsible for turning the furnace off if it
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overheats. Therefore, if it's not functioning properly, the furnace may turn off 
prematurely.

If your furnace is making unusual noises, there could be a problem with the blower 
motor, the burners or the heat exchanger. Initially, ensure that the blower motor is 
operating properly. If the blower motor is operational, the problem could be with the 
burners or heat exchangers. In this situation, it is best to contact a professional heating 
technician for diagnosis and repair.

If your furnace isn't heating uniformly, there may be a problem with the blower or the 
ductwork. Initially, verify that the blower is operating properly and that the ducts are 
not blocked or congested. The furnace may be at fault if the blower and ductwork are 
functioning properly. In this situation, it is best to contact a professional heating 
technician for diagnosis and repair.

If your furnace isn't producing sufficient heat, there may be a problem with the burners 
or the blower. First, ensure that both the burners and the blower are functioning 
properly. If both the burners and blower are functioning properly, the issue may be 
related to the size or age of the furnace. In this situation, it is best to contact a 
professional heating technician for diagnosis and repair.

Knowing how to troubleshoot and repair common furnace issues can keep your home 
warm and pleasant throughout the winter. However, if you can't diagnose or repair the 
problem, it is always advisable to see a professional heating technician to ensure that 
your furnace is operating correctly and efficiently.

Follow the manufacturer-recommended maintenance schedule and consult a technician 
for annual checks to ensure your furnace is operating at peak efficiency. You can save 
money on energy expenditures by correctly maintaining your furnace and keeping your 
home warm and pleasant throughout the winter.
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INFINITY TEXAS AIR offers a comprehensive range of heating and air conditioning

services, including installation of energy-efficient furnaces, furnace repair and furnace

maintenance. We are located in 12025 LEWIS CIR FORNEY, TX 75126

https://infinitytxair.com/. Our service area is located at Forney, Mesquite, Rockwall,

Kaufmann, Terrell, TX.

Our qualified specialists will ensure that you are completely satisfied with your furnace.

All of our services are extremely cost-effective, safe and secure. Contact us at

972-776-6601 to schedule your service requirements.

https://infinitytxair.com/


CHAPTER 16: HOW TO SELECT A
DEPENDABLE FURNACE REPAIR

TECHNICIAN

As a homeowner, one of your most critical responsibilities is maintaining your furnace's 
safety and effectiveness. This necessitates routine upkeep, cleaning and repairs as 
necessary. When it comes to furnace repairs, selecting a dependable and trustworthy 
professional is essential to guarantee that the task is completed correctly and swiftly.

There are many important considerations to explore when selecting a furnace repair 
technician. Here are few tips to help you locate the most qualified candidate:

Look for certified and insured technicians. This is essential for your safety and 
tranquility. A technician with a valid license has completed the appropriate training and 
examinations to conduct repairs safely and properly. An insured technician can also 
cover any accidental damages during the repair.

Check consumer ratings and reviews. A technician with a solid reputation is likely to 
produce superior results. Check customer testimonials or ask the technician for 
recommendations. This might assist you in evaluating their knowledge and 
dependability.

Consider the experience and specialization of the technician. Ideally, you should hire a 
professional that has worked with your specific furnace brand and model. This will 
assure familiarity with its unique components and systems. In addition, search for 
professionals who specialize in furnace repair since this displays their skill and 
commitment to the subject.
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Inquire about servicing and repair costs. Having a firm grasp of the costs associated 
with furnace repairs is essential. This will assist you in budgeting and avoiding 
unexpected fees. Request a complete breakdown of the technician's service and repair 
expenses, including labor, components, and additional fees.

Determine the availability of the technician. If your furnace goes down in the middle of 
the night, you want to know that it can be repaired quickly. Look for a specialist who can 
respond swiftly to your needs and is available for emergency repairs.

In addition to the considerations mentioned above, there are a few additional things you 
can do to guarantee you get a trustworthy furnace repair technician:

Get many estimates. Before making a decision, getting many quotes from different 
professionals is always advisable. This gives you a clue of the going fee for furnace 
repairs and enable you to select which professional offers the greatest deal.

Inquire concerning the technician's warranty policy. A good technician will provide a 
warranty on their services, providing you with added protection and peace of mind. Be 
sure to inquire about the duration and conditions of the warranty.

Utilize your intuition. You should usually search elsewhere if you have a hunch that a 
technician is unreliable or untrustworthy. Choose a professional that makes you feel at 
ease and confident in your abilities by following your intuition.

According to these guidelines, you can select a trustworthy professional who will 
perform quality work and guarantee that your furnace operates securely and efficiently. 
Maintenance and repairs on your furnace are essential to the health and safety of your 
home. Therefore, always hire a trustworthy specialist for furnace repair.

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/7-factors-to-consider-when-choosing-an-hvac-repair-service


CHAPTER 17: SAFEGUARDING YOUR
FURNACE: CARBON MONOXIDE AND

FIRE PREVENTION

As a homeowner, it is essential to monitor the health and performance of your furnace. 
Regular maintenance can extend the life of a furnace but ultimately, it will reach the end 
of its shelf life and must be replaced. How do you determine whether it is time to replace 
your aging furnace?

When assessing if it is time to replace your furnace, some variables must be considered. 
Here are many signs warning signs:

A furnace has an average lifespan of 15 to 20 years. If your furnace is approaching or has 
reached this age, you can want to consider replacing it.

If your furnace needs frequent maintenance or has just suffered a catastrophic 
breakdown, it may be more cost-effective to purchase a new unit than to continue 
paying for repairs.

If your furnace is inefficient, it may consume more energy and cost more to operate. In 
the long term, upgrading to a newer, more energy-efficient model can reduce energy 
costs.

Noise: If your furnace is making unusual sounds or vibrating excessively, it may be a 
symptom of a problem that will worsen with time.

If your furnace can't heat your home properly or keep a steady temperature, it may be 
time to replace it.

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/how-often-should-terrell-tx-homeowners-replace-their-hvac-air-filter


Carbon monoxide detection: If your furnace emits carbon monoxide, you must 
immediately replace it to protect your family.

If you're having any of these problems with your furnace, you should have a professional 
evaluate it to establish the underlying reason and possible cure. A skilled HVAC 
specialist can evaluate the condition of your furnace and make repair or replacement 
options.

When planning to replace your furnace, it's essential to conduct research and select a 
model that fits your home's requirements and budget. Consider the size of your home, 
energy efficiency ratings, and manufacturer warranties or guarantees.

Purchasing a new furnace can be expensive, but it is essential for the safety and comfort 
of your house. By recognizing the symptoms that it's time to replace your furnace and 
making an informed decision, you can guarantee that your house remains warm and 
energy-efficient for many years.

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/how-long-do-hvac-systems-last-a-helpful-guide


CHAPTER 18: HOW TO KEEP YOUR
FURNACE IN GOOD WORKING ORDER

Your furnace is what keeps your house pleasant throughout the year. Thus, every 
homeowner needs to have a basic understanding of furnace care. If you don't know how 
to repair your furnace properly, read on for some guidance.

First, if your furnace is malfunctioning, ensure that the entire system is turned on and 
that the circuit breaker is properly adjusted. You would hate to call a repairman to your 
home only to discover that the problem may be solved by toggling a breaker! Also, 
ensure that the furnace is correctly plugged in; if the furnace still doesn't turn on, try 
resetting the circuit breakers connected to it.

If your furnace keeps blowing fuses or tripping circuit breakers, you should not attempt 
to fix the problem on your own, as it is likely an electrical issue that needs the assistance 
of a professional. You musn't attempt to fix anything if you smell gas in your home; 
instead, you should leave the house and notify the fire department and your local gas 
company.

If there doesn't appear to be a severe issue with your furnace but you can't get it to 
function properly, you can need to calibrate the thermostat. Due to malfunctioning 
thermostats, many homeowners schedule unneeded furnace maintenance visits.

Check that the outside temperature doesn't influence your thermostat due to drafts or 
holes in the wall. Then, tape a mercury thermometer a few inches away from the 
thermostat, making sure it isn't contacting the wall by placing it on a paper towel.

If the temperature difference between your thermostat and thermometer is greater than 
one degree, consider cleaning your thermostat by removing the faceplate and brushing

https://infinitytxair.com/heating-maintenance


away dust. You can clean the piece's contact points or coils using a gentle brush or a 
fresh dollar note.

Check that all the screws on the thermostat are snug, especially if it uses a mercury 
thermometer that may not be quite straight. After performing these steps, recheck your 
thermostat.

If the temperature is back in line with the actual temperature, all you need to do is wait 
to see whether or not your furnace is operating properly. Alternatively, you can be 
required to replace the complete thermostat, which is a somewhat more involved task.

If your thermostat and furnace are not synchronized for any reason, you need to 
perform some maintenance on your furnace. However, it is also essential that you hire a 
professional to undertake annual furnace maintenance in your home since you can incur 
costly repairs and extra electrical bills if your furnace isn't cleaned and lubricated at the 
start of each heating season.

If you want to save money on furnace maintenance, you might consider bringing in the 
experts sooner. Try performing your annual maintenance in the middle of summer 
before most customers consider contacting you. This will make getting an appointment 
simple and you can even be eligible for a discount.

Tips for Maintaining the Energy Efficiency of Your Furnace

After selecting a high-efficiency furnace, there are a few steps you can take to maintain 
its energy efficiency:

Regularly replace the filter, as a clogged filter can impair the effectiveness of your 
furnace. Ensure you replace the filter every three months or more often if you have dogs.

https://infinitytxair.com/heating-services


Maintain a clean furnace and surrounding area. Debris and dust can accumulate around 
the furnace and hinder its effectiveness. Keep the area surrounding the furnace clean 
and devoid of obstructions.

Utilize a programmable thermostat: A programmable thermostat enables you to set your 
home's temperature according to your schedule. This can help you conserve energy by 
preventing you from heating an empty house.

Insulate your home: Insulation can assist in retaining heat within your home, thereby 
reducing the energy your furnace needs to utilize.

Annually have your furnace inspected: A yearly inspection of your furnace will assist in 
discovering any issues that may decrease its energy efficiency. A trained technician can 
also advise you on maintaining your furnace for optimal performance.

If your furnace has exceed 15 years lifespan, you can want to consider upgrading to a 
newer, more efficient type. Although the initial cost may be higher, the long-term 
savings on energy bills can make the investment worthwhile.

INFINITY TEXAS AIR offers a comprehensive range of heating and air conditioning 
services, including installation of energy-efficient furnaces, furnace repair and furnace 
maintenance. We are located in 12025 LEWIS CIR FORNEY, TX 75126 
https://infinitytxair.com/. Our service area is located at Forney, Mesquite, Rockwall, 
Kaufmann, Terrell, TX.

Our qualified specialists will ensure that you are completely satisfied with your furnace. 
All of our services are extremely cost-effective, safe and secure. Contact us at 
972-776-6601 to schedule your service requirements.

https://infinitytxair.com/
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CONCLUSION

Maintenance and repair of your furnace are essential for its longevity. Quarterly or 
annual maintenance is required to maintain a comfortable home and a low electric bill. 
Filter, system and blower can become clogged with dirt, reducing your home's heating 
or cooling efficiency and losing money.

A furnace doesn't have to be expensive to maintain. At the onset of a cold weather snap, 
it is important to inspect its functionality. How often you clean your furnace depends on 
how long you use it. In the event of an issue, always verify that a fuse has not blown. 
This straightforward action can save you time and money.

Proper furnace maintenance and repair needs periodically inspect the filter for dirt 
buildup. This is a simple task that you can perform yourself. Remove the filter from the 
hooks and use a backdrop light source to determine the degree of clogging. If light can 
pass through the filter, this indicates that it is in good condition.

If it is necessary to replace the filter, locate the model number on its side. This should 
indicate the precise replacement size required. Most local hardware stores carry filters. 
If not, contact the manufacturer to have a replacement shipped to you.

Furnace maintenance and repair, together with an air handler, are always recommended 
to keep your family comfortable throughout the year, regardless of the type of heating 
system you own. Conduct research to select the most appropriate product for your needs 
and budget. In addition to the previously listed organizations, Goodman and 
Westinghouse will provide you with the best possibilities.

INFINITY TEXAS AIR offers a comprehensive range of heating and air conditioning 
services, including installation of energy-efficient furnaces, furnace repair and furnace 
maintenance. We are located in 12025 LEWIS CIR FORNEY, TX 75126

https://infinitytxair.com/blog/a-forney-tx-homeowners-guide-to-furnace-maintenance


https://infinitytxair.com/. Our service area is located at Forney, Mesquite, Rockwall,

Kaufmann, Terrell, TX.

Our qualified specialists will ensure that you are completely satisfied with your furnace.

All of our services are extremely cost-effective, safe and secure. Contact us at

972-776-6601 to schedule your service requirements.
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